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('f'8//Sl/flfP) In response to the Government's compliance notice, on
28 January 2009, the Court directed the Government to file a brief and
supporting documentation describing how the compliance and misreporting
incidents occurred so the Court can determine what remedial action, if any, is
warranted. Since the Court was aware that there are similarities between
NSA's processing of telephony metadata and electronic communications
metadata under separate orders, the Court also directed the Goven1ment to
determine whether NSA bas been processing the electronic communications
metadata in accordance with the terms of the Court's orders for this category
of material. As part of this review, the Government concluded that NSA was
processing the electronjc communications metadata in accordance with the
terms of the Court's orders, with one exception. The review identified one
particular process that the Government concluded was not in conformity with
the Court's order. NSA had employed the process in a small number of cases
to approve queries against the electronic communications metadata.
Although the Agency had previously reported the process to the Court
this process, too, has been discontinued.
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-fS7 NSA and DoJ have already identified a number of steps designed
to improve the Agency's ability to comply with the relevant orders and
implementation of these changes has begun. Also, in addition to notifying
the Court, the Government has notified a number of senior Executive Branch
officials about these compliance matters. Officials who have received such
notification include the President's Intelligence Oversight Board, the Director
of National Intelligence, NSA's Inspector General, and the Under Secretary
of Defense for Intelligence. My office is also prepared to brief the Committee
on these matters at the Committee's convenience.
(U) Should you have any questions, lease contact Jonathan E. Miller,
Associate Director of Legislative Affairs, at
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